V9 – October 1, 1910 - Having received Communion I felt all transformed in blessed Jesus, and I said to myself: ‘How can one maintain this Transformation with Jesus?’ And in my interior it seemed that Jesus was saying: "My daughter, if you want to be always transformed in Me – even more, to be one single thing with Me - Love Me always and you will maintain your Transformation with Me. In fact, Love is fire, and whatever woods are thrown into the fire, small or big, green or dry, they all take the form of fire and convert into fire itself; and after these woods have been burned, one can no longer discern which wood was one and which another, neither the green one nor the dry one – one can see nothing but fire. The same when the soul never ceases to Love Me. Love is fire that transmutes the soul in God; Love Unites, its flames invest all of the human operations and give them the form of the divine operations."

V12 – December 12, 1917 – “Now, such are the acts done in My Will, and still more. In doing her act, the creature makes it small and limited, but as it enters into My Will, it becomes immense, it invests all, it gives light and heat to all, it Reigns over all, it acquires supremacy over all the other acts of creatures - it has right over all. Therefore, she rules, she dominates, she conquers; yet, her act is small, but by doing it in My Will, it went through an incredible Transformation, which not even Angels are allowed to comprehend. I alone can measure the just value of these acts done in My Will. They are the triumph of My Glory, the outpouring of My Love, the fulfillment of Redemption; and I feel as though repaid for Creation itself. Therefore, always forward, in My Will."
V13 – October 6, 1921 - "If man is horrible in the state of guilt, he is also beautiful in the state of grace and of doing good. Good, be it even the tiniest, is the bright point of man. As he does good, he undergoes a celestial, angelic and Divine Transformation. His goodwill drags his whole being to one single point; therefore, good is his thought, his word, his heartbeat, his motion, his step - everything is light, inside and outside of him. His air is balmy and vital; and whoever approaches him places himself in safety. How beautiful, gracious, attractive, lovable, striking is the soul in grace, in doing good; so much so that I Myself remain enamored! Each good she does is one more shade of beauty that she acquires; it is a greater likeness to her Creator, which makes her be distinguished as His child; it is Divine Power that she puts in circulation. All the goods she does are spokesmen between Heaven and earth; they are the couriers, the electric wires which maintain the communication with God."

V17 – April 23, 1925 – “...every act the creature does in My Will is a kiss that she gives and receives from the One who created her, and from all the blessed.

But do you know what this kiss is? It is the Transformation of the soul with her Creator; it is the possession of God within the soul, and of the soul in God; it is the growth of the Divine Life in the soul; it is the accord of the whole of Heaven, and it is the right of supremacy over all created things. The soul, purged by My Will through the omnipotent breath which We, her God, infused in her, no longer produces the nausea of the human will, and so God continues to breathe upon her with His omnipotent breath, so that she may grow with that Will with which He created her. On the other hand, the soul who has not yet been purged, feels the attraction of her own will, and so she acts against the Will of God, doing her own. God cannot approach her to breathe on her again, feeling repugnance, until the soul gives all of herself to the exercise and the Fulfillment of the Divine Will.”

V21 – May 22, 1921 - “My daughter, Divine Will means giving God to God, Divine outpouring and Transformation of the human nature into Divine, communication of creative virtue, embracing the infinite, rising into the Eternal One and taking eternity as though in one’s power, to say to God: ‘I have Loved You from eternity. Your Will has no beginning—It is Eternal like You; and in It I have Loved You with a Love without beginning and without end.’ What is My Will? It is everything.”

V27 – December 3, 1929 – “...the Sanctity founded in My Divine Will is Sun—It is up high, the earth has nothing to do with It, nor does the water need to nourish Its light. It draws Its nourishment directly from God, and in Its continuous motion of light, It produces and nourishes all the virtues in a Divine manner. Human satisfactions, even holy, vainglory, self-esteem, have lost the way, nor do they have any reason to exist, because they feel, vividly, the Divine Will that does everything in them, and they feel gratitude because this Divine Sun, lowering Itself, dwells in them, and nourishing them with Its light, makes them undergo Its Transformation, to form one single light with this Divine Fiat.”
V27 – January 20, 1930 - “Therefore, it can be said that, there where It Reigns, My Will is the first to breathe, the first to palpitate, the first act of the blood circulation, so as to form in the creature Its Divine Breathing, Its Heartbeat of Light, and in the Blood circulation the Total Transformation of Its Divine Will in her soul and in her body.”

V30 – December 25, 1931 – “…My Love, presented to Me the Divine Daughters whom It would form for Me in the course of the centuries; and I looked at them, I embraced them, I Loved them and I received the Breath of their Divine Affections; and I saw that the Divine Queen would not remain alone, but would have the Generation of My Divine Daughters and Hers. My Will knows how to change and give the Transformation, and form the Noble Grafting—from human to Divine. Therefore, when I see you operate in It, I feel, being given to Me and repeated for Me, the Paradise that My Mama gave Me when She received Me, a little Baby, into Her arms. Therefore, those who do and Live in My Divine Will make arise and form the sweet and beautiful hope that Its Kingdom will come upon earth, and I will delight in the Paradise of the creature, that My Fiat has formed in them.”

V30 – April 9, 1932 - I continued to think about the many Truths on the Divine Will—how many Joys, how many Divine Transformations! They Themselves have been the Revealers of the Supreme Being; I would never have known my Creator, my Celestial Father, if the Holy Truths had not acted as Messengers, bringing to me the many Beautiful News of His Adorable Majesty.

V30 – April 23, 1932 – “…One Act of It, is the Greatest, most Beautiful thing for all of Heaven and for all the earth. One Act of It—since It possesses Complete Power, as much if It works in the human act, as by Itself—can bring Innovation, Transformation over everything, and makes rise again New Things that did not exist before. So one Act in My Divine Will takes place in the Divine Order, and with Its Powerful Empire, It Rules over all; It Rules with Its Enticing Love, with It Enrapturing Beauty, with Its Infinite Joys and Sweetnesses. It is an Act that encloses everything all together,…”

V30 – June 29, 1932 - I am in the arms of the Divine Fiat; Its Dominion extends in everything over my littleness, but Its Empire is not slavery—no, but Union, Transformation, in such a way that the creature feels that she Dominates together with It; and by letting herself be Dominated, she acquires the virtue of Dominating the very Supreme Will.

V31 – November 27, 1932 - “Here, therefore, the Necessity for the Knowledges about the Divine Will, and We make them Degree by Degree so that the creature appreciates this Gift so Great, that We want to Gratuitously give her. Knowledge generates the appetite, the desire to know more, and the human volition disposes itself, little by little, to undergo the Transformation, the Unification of the Divine Will.”
**V31 – January 29, 1932** – “...You Must Know that first We form the support, the place, the soul where Our Truths must descend, and then We decide to send them forth from inside Our Paternal Bosom, because Our Supreme Being, in sending the Truths forth from Us—that change into Works for creatures—in sending them forth, We do not let them remain in the air and idle, no, Our Wisdom never does useless things. If We put them forth, they must be Bearers of the Good that they contain. Here is the reason for the necessity of the support for where Our Goodness can send them in order to immediately begin their Work of participation and of Transformation of the Good that they possess—perhaps only to begin with one soul alone, but then to diffuse so much as to form the armies of creatures of the Good that Our Truths possess.”

**V31 – February 12, 1933** – “...We want to use the Sanctifying Virtue, but We want that she lend herself to receiving the Transformation of Our Holy Acts in hers, in order to receive Our Sanctifying Virtue. If the soul doesn’t remain together with Us, and doesn’t unite her little work to Our Great Work, it would be for Us as if We wanted to develop Our Work of Love over inanimate things that neither feel nor know anything of the Good that they receive; and for them He would be as a distant God, whom they neither know nor Love.”

**V31 – February 24, 1933** – “...everything I have Manifested about My Will, is enclosed in these words alone: ‘May Your Will be done on earth as It is in Heaven.’ In these few words are contained abysses of Graces, of Sanctity, of Light, and Abysses of Communication and Divine Transformations between the Creator and creature.”

**V32 – October 22, 1933** – “...It (the Divine Will) makes Itself Revealer and lets the creature know what It does and what It wants to do, and It makes her the Great Surprise of Our Divine Being. But who can tell you where the creature reaches and what she can do by possessing Our Will as Life? The True Transformation and Consummation of the creature in God happens, and God takes the active part and He says: ‘Everything is Mine, and I do everything in this creature.’ It is the True Divine Wedding in which God cedes His Divine Being to His beloved creature.”

**V35 – November 7, 1937** - “These Truths on My Divine Will shall Form the Day of My Fiat in the midst of the creatures. According to their Knowledge, this Day will be Rising. So, as they begin to know the first Truths that I have Manifested to you, a Most Splendid Dawn will arise—provided that they will have good will and the disposition to make their own Life of these Truths. However, these Truths will also have the virtue of disposing the creatures, and of giving the Light to many blind who don't know My Will or Love It.

Then, once the Dawn is Risen, they will feel invested by a Celestial Peace, and more strengthened in the Good. They, themselves, will yearn to Know more Truths, which will form the beginning of the Day of My Divine Will. This beginning of the Day will increase the Light and the Love; all things will turn into Good for the creatures; passions will lose the power to make them fall into sin. One can say that they will feel the first Order of the Divine
Good, which will facilitate their actions for them. They will feel a Strength with which they can do everything, since its Primary Virtue is exactly this: to inject in the soul a Transformation of her nature in Good. So, feeling the Great Good of the beginning of the Day, they will long for the Day to advance. They will then know more Truths that will form the Full Day.”

V36 – December 5, 1938 - “For one who Lives in My Will, I AM the Word in the breathing, in the motion, in the intelligence, in the glance, in everything; to the extent that, while feeling fused and soaked inside My Word, not having heard the sound of My Voice, she is surprised and says: ‘I feel as if my nature has changed into His Word, and I don’t know when He spoke to me.’ And I: ‘Don’t you know that I AM Word in every instant? And although you aren’t listening, I speak, knowing that, when you will enter the room of your soul, you will find It, and will take the Gift of My Word.’ My Words don’t run away, but they remain and Transform the human nature into Themselves.

“There is such a Union and a Transformation that, those who Live in Our Will, and We, Ourselves, understand each other without talking—We speak without words. This the Greatest Gift that We can give to the creature: to speak with her breath and motion. She identified with Us in so much, that We use the same modes with her that We use with Ourselves. Since Our Divine Being is all Word and voice, when We do not want, We do not let anybody hear. Therefore, be attentive and let My Will guide you in everything.”

Paragraph 715 - III. God’s Spirit and Word in the Time of the Promises

715 The prophetic texts that directly concern the sending of the Holy Spirit are oracles by which God speaks to the heart of his people in the language of the promise, with the accents of “love and fidelity.” St. Peter will proclaim their fulfillment on the morning of Pentecost. According to these promises, at the “end time” the Lord’s Spirit will renew the hearts of men, engraving a new law in them. He will gather and reconcile the scattered and divided peoples; he will transform the first creation, and God will dwell there with men in peace. (214, 1965)

Paragraph 1043 - VI. The Hope of the New Heaven and the New Earth

1043 Sacred Scripture calls this mysterious renewal, which will transform humanity and the world, “new heavens and a new earth.” It will be the definitive realization of God’s plan to bring under a single head “all things in [Christ], things in heaven and things on earth. (671, 280, 518)

Paragraph 1695 - PART THREE LIFE IN CHRIST

1695 “Justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God,” Christians have become the temple of the Holy Spirit. This “Spirit of the Son” teaches them to pray to the Father and, having become their life, prompts them to act so as to bear “the fruit of the Spirit” by charity in action. Healing the wounds of sin, the Holy Spirit renews us interiorly through a spiritual
transformation.\textsuperscript{18} He enlightens and strengthens us to live as “children of light” through “all that is good and right and true.”\textsuperscript{19}

Romans 12:2 - \textsuperscript{[2]} And be not conformed to this world; but be reformed in the newness of your mind, that you may prove what is the good, and the acceptable, and the perfect will of God. \textsuperscript{[3]}